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Abstract 35 

Humans show a pervasive bias for processing self- over other-related information, 36 

including in working memory (WM), where people prioritize the maintenance of self- 37 

(over other-) associated cues. To elucidate the neural mechanisms underlying this 38 

self-bias, we paired a self- vs. other-associated spatial WM task with functional 39 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) 40 

of human participants of both sexes. Maintaining self- (over other-) associated cues 41 

resulted in enhanced activity in classic WM regions (frontoparietal cortex), and in 42 

superior multivoxel pattern decoding of the cue locations from visual cortex. 43 

Moreover, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) displayed enhanced functional 44 

connectivity with WM regions during maintenance of self-associated cues, which 45 

predicted individuals’ behavioral self-prioritization effects. In a follow-up tDCS 46 

experiment, we targeted VMPFC with either excitatory (anodal), inhibitory (cathodal), 47 

or sham tDCS. Cathodal tDCS eliminated the self-prioritization effect. These findings 48 

provide strong converging evidence for a causal role of VMPFC in driving 49 

self-prioritization effects in WM and provide a unique window into the interaction 50 

between social, self-referential processing and high-level cognitive control processes. 51 

 52 

Keywords: self-reference, self-prioritization, ventral medial prefrontal cortex, 53 

working memory 54 
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Significance statement 56 

People have a strong tendency to attend to self-related stimuli, such as their names. 57 

This self-bias extends to the automatic prioritization of arbitrarily self-associated 58 

stimuli held in working memory. Since working memory is central to high-level 59 

cognition, this bias could influence how we make decisions. It is therefore important 60 

to understand the underlying brain mechanisms. Here, we used neuroimaging and 61 

noninvasive neurostimulation techniques to show that the source of self-bias in 62 

working memory is the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which modulates activity in 63 

frontoparietal brain regions to produce prioritized representations of self-associated 64 

stimuli in sensory cortex. This work thus reveals a brain circuit underlying the 65 

socially motivated (self-referential) biasing of high-level cognitive processing.  66 
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Introduction 67 

People show a pervasive bias toward preferentially processing self-related 68 

information compared with other-related information. For instance, intrinsically 69 

self-related stimuli, like one’s name or face, are prioritized in long-term memory 70 

(Kesebir and Oishi, 2010), attract attention more potently (Alexopoulos et al., 2012; 71 

Liu et al., 2016), and are perceived quicker and more faithfully than other-related 72 

stimuli (Sui et al., 2012). We have recently shown that this type of self-prioritization 73 

is evident even in working memory (WM) (Yin et al., 2019), the mental workspace 74 

where information is temporarily maintained and manipulated to guide behavior 75 

(D'Esposito and Postle, 2015). When people had to keep in mind different spatial 76 

locations, they prioritized the WM maintenance of those locations where (arbitrary) 77 

self-associated cues compared to other-associated cues had been presented, even 78 

though self-associated stimuli were no more likely to be probed than other-associated 79 

stimuli (Yin et al., 2019). 80 

Understanding the processes underlying this form of social biasing of high-level 81 

cognition has important implications, as WM representations are central to 82 

decision-making and cognitive control (Gazzaley and Nobre, 2012; Boureau et al., 83 

2015). To gain a deeper understanding of how WM representations are biased towards 84 

self-associated information, we paired a self- vs. other-associated spatial WM task 85 

(Yin et al., 2019) with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and transcranial 86 
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direct current stimulation (tDCS). Specifically, participants were first trained to form 87 

associations between three colors and three persons: one with themselves, one with a 88 

best friend, and the third with a stranger. Then, they performed a delayed 89 

match-to-sample spatial WM task where they needed to memorize the locations and 90 

social labels of two color cues and then completed a recognition test. We tested two 91 

key neural predictions, derived from the literature (see below): (1) the behavioral 92 

effect of self-prioritization in WM would be mirrored by enhanced activity for, and 93 

more faithful representation of, self-associated items in brain regions supporting WM; 94 

and (2), this effect would arise from the influence on WM regions by brain areas 95 

specialized for processing self-related information. 96 

First, a large neuroimaging literature has outlined a WM network consisting of 97 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the frontal eye field [FEF]), and posterior parietal 98 

cortex (PPC), including the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and superior parietal lobule 99 

(SPL) (Baluch and Itti, 2011; Petersen and Posner, 2012). If self-associated stimuli 100 

were afforded special priority in WM, we would expect activity in these regions to be 101 

enhanced when keeping self- compared to other-associated items in mind. Moreover, 102 

the currently predominant sensory recruitment hypothesis of WM (Serences, 2016; 103 

Scimeca et al., 2018) holds that frontoparietal cortex is responsible for activating (or 104 

attending to) representations of WM items, but that those representations are 105 

maintained in - and thus decodable from - sensory cortex (Sprague et al., 2014; 106 

Rahmati et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2019; Rademaker et al., 2019). Accordingly, we 107 
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expected the decoding of WM cue locations from activity patterns in visual cortex to 108 

be superior for self- than for other-associated cue locations.  109 

Second, previous studies have consistently implicated midline structures of the 110 

ventral medial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) and the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), 111 

key nodes of the default mode (DM) network(Raichle, 2015), when contrasting self- 112 

with other-referential processing (Qin et al., 2012; Sui et al., 2013; Yankouskaya et al., 113 

2017). We expected to replicate this finding here in the domain of WM. Moreover, we 114 

expected that these self-referential processing regions would exhibit increased 115 

functional coupling with WM-related regions during the maintenance of self- 116 

compared to other-associated items, reflecting the hypothesized biasing of the WM 117 

network. Finally, based on fMRI results conforming to the above predictions, we 118 

performed a follow-up tDCS experiment where we targeted VMPFC in three 119 

independent groups of participants who received anodal, cathodal, or sham 120 

stimulation. If VMPFC contributed causally to the self-prioritization effect in WM, 121 

we would expect to see this effect enhanced under anodal compared to sham 122 

stimulation or diminished under cathodal compared to sham stimulation. 123 

Materials and Methods 124 

Participants. Thirty-four participants took part in the fMRI study. Out of those 34, 125 

two terminated the scan prematurely, and data from four other participants were 126 

excluded due to excessive head motion (three participants, more than 3 mm or 3 127 
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degrees) or poor WM task performance (one participant, lower than 80%). Another 128 

two participants were excluded only from the visual cortex decoding analysis, due to 129 

excessive head motion during the retinotopic mapping scan (more than 3 mm or 3 130 

degrees). Thus, after exclusion, 28 participants (11 females, mean age = 20.47 years, 131 

S.D = 0.97 years) remained for the main fMRI data analyses, and 26 participants (10 132 

females, mean age = 20.50 years, S.D = 1.00 years) remained for the visual cortex 133 

decoding analysis. Ninety new participants were recruited for the tDCS study, and 134 

split into three groups: anode (15 females, mean age = 20.85 years, S.D = 1.45 years), 135 

cathode (15 females, mean age = 21.18 years, S.D = 1.61 years), and sham (15 136 

females, mean age = 20.89 years, S.D = 1.74 years). All participants were 137 

right-handed with reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and had no known 138 

neurological or visual disorders. Both experiments were approved by the University 139 

Human Ethics Committee of Southwest University (China). All volunteers gave 140 

informed written consent and were compensated for their participation. 141 

Stimuli and procedure of fMRI WM task. The full timeline of the procedure of the 142 

present study is presented in Figure 1a. Before entering the scanner, participants 143 

partook in an associative learning procedure (Sui et al., 2012; Yin et al., 2019). 144 

Participants were initially instructed to associate one of the colors with the self, one 145 

with a named best friend, and one with an unfamiliar person for 60 seconds. These 146 

associations were counterbalanced across participants and subsequently employed in 147 
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the spatial WM task in the scanner. This approach of creating novel color-self/other 148 

associations avoids the confounding impact of familiarity on self-reference effects 149 

(Sui et al., 2012) and thus allowed us to probe self-prioritization in WM in a tightly 150 

controlled manner. Then, participants performed a color-label matching task, where 151 

on each trial a circle (1.2° × 1.2°) in one of the three colors was presented above a 152 

black fixation cross at the center of a gray screen. One of three possible Chinese 153 

characters (for self, friend, or stranger, 2.4°/3.4° × 1.2°) was displayed below the 154 

fixation cross. The visual angle between the center of the colored circle or the word 155 

and the fixation cross was 3.5°. Participants had to indicate whether the color-label 156 

pairing matched with the instructed association, using the index and middle fingers of 157 

the right hand on the keypad keys “1” and “2”. Each trial started with a 500 ms 158 

fixation cross, followed by a 200 ms pairing probe, after which a blank screen was 159 

presented and participants had 1500 ms to press a key as quickly and accurately as 160 

possible. The presentation of the blank screen was terminated by key press or after 161 

1500 ms, and the trial ended with a 500 ms feedback display. Each participant 162 

performed a block of 30 trials, and their accuracy had to be at least 80% to move on to 163 

the next phase of the study. The matching task served as training to make participants 164 

master the color-label associations.  165 

 166 

Figure 1 167 
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 168 

Figure 1. Task protocol and example stimuli. a The overall experiment procedure consisted of a 169 
learning phase, a training phase, the fMRI WM task, and a subsequent retinotopic mapping scan. b 170 
Example stimuli and timing of presentation of a single trial of the WM task. Participants had to 171 
remember the locations of two different color cues (previously associated with different social labels), 172 
each of which could occur in one of four locations (one cue per visual hemifield), as indicated by the 173 
dotted circle placeholders. After an 8 s delay, they responded (yes/no) to a WM probe shown at one of 174 
the locations. If the trial was a match trial, the location probe response was followed by a verbal probe 175 
for the social label associated with the color (e.g., “friend”), to which the participant had to give 176 
another yes/no response. The unit of the numbers under horizontal axis is second.  177 

 178 

The fMRI task was a delayed match-to-sample spatial WM task adapted from 179 

our previous behavioral study (Yin et al., 2019). As displayed in Figure 1b, on a gray 180 

background, on each trial two different-colored cues (filled-in circles, subtending 1.2° 181 

× 1.2° of visual angle) were presented, one to the left and one to the right of a central 182 

fixation cross, in one of four possible locations. Figures 1 and 3 show the eight 183 

possible locations (four at each side of the visual field; bilateral symmetry). Two 184 

possible cue locations were located horizontally parallel with the fixation cross, with 185 

distances from fixation of 3.4° and 4.6°, respectively; the other two possible cue 186 

locations were above and below the cue that was horizontally in line with, and the 187 

closest to, the fixation cross, with vertical distances of 1.2°. A trial started with a 188 
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1000-ms fixation cross that remained on screen throughout the trial, followed by two 189 

colored, filled-in circles shown for 1000 ms. Participants were asked to remember the 190 

locations and social labels associated with these color cues (based on the prior 191 

learning task). Then the trial entered an 8000 ms delay-period, after which the font of 192 

the fixation-cross turned bold for 300 ms (signaling the end of the delay period). A 193 

WM probe (a black filled-in circle) was then presented for 1500 ms at one of the eight 194 

possible locations, and the participants had to judge whether the probe location 195 

matched either of the two remembered cue locations, using the index and middle 196 

fingers of their right hand to indicate yes or no. The assignment of response finger to 197 

responses was counterbalanced across participants.  198 

The WM probe presentation was terminated by the key press or after 1500 ms, 199 

after which an adjustable duration blank screen interval was presented to keep the 200 

entire target plus blank screen presentation time at 2000 ms. If the probe matched 201 

either of the two remembered locations (match trial) and the participant indicated this 202 

correctly, a label word (Self, Friend, Stranger) was presented at the probe location for 203 

1500 ms, and participants were required to judge whether the label word matched the 204 

remembered color in this location. Probing the color-label after match trials served to 205 

ensure that participants kept actively remembering the social labels associated with 206 

each color (not just the colors). Following the response, another adjustable duration 207 

blank screen was presented to keep the presentation time of label word plus blank 208 
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screen at 2000 ms. On non-match trials, only a 2000-ms blank screen was presented. 209 

Finally, each trial ended with a (baseline) blank screen presentation of 4000 ms.  210 

The different possible combinations of the color memory cues resulted in three 211 

trial types or pairings: Self-Friend, Self-Stranger, and Friend-Stranger. For instance, a 212 

Self-Friend trial may present the self-associated color cue in one of the left-hand 213 

locations and the friend-associated color cue in one of the right-hand locations. Each 214 

of these trial types occurred 64 times, including 16 match trials for each of the two 215 

items and 32 non-match trials. Altogether, there were 192 trials, including 32 216 

self-match trials, 32 friend-match trials, 32 stranger-match trials and 96 non-match 217 

trials, evenly broken down into 8 runs (each trial type or matching type occurred 218 

equally often in each run); all kinds of trials were presented in pseudorandom order.  219 

Our study was specifically designed to facilitate decoding of the (self- or 220 

other-associated) cue locations from fMRI data in visual cortex, by always presenting 221 

one cue per visual hemifield, and by acquiring a retinotopic mapping and WM cue 222 

location localizer scan: A standard phase-encoded method developed by Sereno et al. 223 

was used to define retinotopic visual areas (Sereno et al., 1995), in which participants 224 

viewed a rotating wedge that created traveling waves of neural activity in visual 225 

cortex (2 runs). Another independent block-design localizer run was performed to 226 

localize the retinotopic area where the stimuli were presented in the WM task. In this 227 

run, to localize regions in visual cortex responsive to the visual field locations where 228 
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the targets could appear, two flickering triangular checkerboards covering the edges of 229 

possible stimuli locations were presented on each side of the screen for 12 seconds. 230 

The run contained 14 checkerboard blocks, interleaved with blank screen blocks of 12 231 

seconds. 232 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis. As detailed above, there were three 233 

possible combinations of the color memory cues: Self-Friend, Self-Stranger, and 234 

Friend-Stranger, and there were three types of location probe match response: 235 

self-match, friend-match, and stranger-match. In the behavioral analysis, our focus 236 

was the response times (RTs) of the location probe match trials. Thus, the task is a 237 

3-level single-factor within-subjects design and a repeated-measures one-way analysis 238 

of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the RT data. In univariate neuroimaging 239 

analyses, two effects were examined, one using a contrast to identify self-associated 240 

activation (self contrast: Self-Friend > Friend-Stranger conditions), and the other one 241 

to delineate regions involved in WM maintenance (WM contrast: contrasting 242 

delay-period activity for Self-Friend, Self-Stranger, and Friend-Stranger trials > 243 

baseline); both effects were analyzed with t-tests, using correction for multiple 244 

comparisons. In the multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA), trials were divided into two 245 

groups: one where the self-associated cue was presented in the left visual hemifield 246 

and the other-associated cue in the right visual hemifield (Self_L trials), and the other 247 

one corresponding to the opposite scenario (Self_R trials). For each group of trials, 248 
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MVPAs were conducted on every time point of a trial to decode the four possible WM 249 

cue locations, and the decoding accuracies were compared between self- and 250 

other-associated cues using t-tests, corrected for multiple comparisons. In the 251 

psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis, the VMPFC area activated in the 252 

univariate self contrast was saved as a seed region mask, and the WM regions 253 

activated in the univariate WM univariate contrast were saved as a target region mask. 254 

The vector of the psychological variable of interest (Self-Friend > Friend-Stranger) 255 

was calculated to create the psychophysiological interaction term, and neural 256 

correlates of that interaction term were identified via a t-test, corrected for multiple 257 

comparisons. We also used dynamic causal modeling (DCM) analysis to evaluate the 258 

direction of influences between VMPFC and WM regions. Rival models were 259 

evaluated statistically via Bayesian model comparison. The behavioral task in tDCS 260 

experiment was identical to the fMRI WM task expect a reduction of the duration of 261 

delay period, and the tDCS experiment is a 3 (Group: excitatory, inhibitory, and sham; 262 

between-subjects) × 3 (Self-reference: self-match, friend-match, and stranger-match; 263 

within-subjects) mixed design. All the statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 264 

version 22.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Finally, summary behavioral and 265 

neuroimaging data from this study can be accessed at 266 

https://osf.io/jdwcr/?view_only=efdea02d46b1499d9c8db8692b175279. 267 
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fMRI acquisition. The WM task was run on a PC with an 18.5-in. monitor (1,366 × 268 

768 at 60 Hz), using E-prime software (Version 2.0), and participants watched the 269 

screen through a mirror in the magnetic bore. Images were acquired with a Siemens 270 

3T scanner (Siemens Magnetom Trio TIM, Erlangen, Germany), using a standard 271 

12-channel radio-frequency head coil. An echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was 272 

used for the collection of functional WM task data, and 221 T2-weighted images were 273 

recorded per run (TR: 2000 ms; TE: 30 ms; flip angle: 85°; FoV: 224 × 224 mm2; 274 

matrix size: 64 × 64; in-plane resolution: 3.5 × 3.5 mm2; slice skip: 0.3 mm; 32 275 

ascending 3 mm-thick slices). The retinotopic visual mapping and stimulus location 276 

localizer scans were performed on the next day after the WM task scan, and signals 277 

were acquired with an EPI sequence (TR: 2000 ms; TE: 30 ms; flip angle: 90°; FoV: 278 

192 × 192 mm2; matrix size: 64 × 64; in-plane resolution: 3.0 × 3.0 mm2; 33 279 

interleaved 3 mm-thick slices; no slice skip). The bottom slice was positioned at the 280 

bottom of the temporal lobe. A high-resolution 3D structural data set (3D MPRAGE; 281 

TR: 2600 ms; TE: 3.02 ms; flip angle: 8°; resolution: 1 × 1 × 1 mm3; 176 slices) was 282 

collected before the retinotopic visual mapping scan.  283 

fMRI data pre-processing. Image preprocessing and analysis were conducted in 284 

Statistical Parametric Mapping toolbox (SPM12, Welcome Department of Imaging 285 

Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London). The first five images were discarded 286 

to achieve magnet-steady images. The imaging data were spatially realigned, and six 287 
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head motion parameters were estimated for inclusion in the task models. Images were 288 

temporally realigned to the middle slice to correct for differences in slice timing. 289 

Head motion within any MRI session was less than 3 mm or 3 degrees for any subject. 290 

To normalize the functional images, each subject’s structural brain image was 291 

coregistered to the mean functional image and was subsequently segmented. The 292 

parameters obtained in segmentation were used to normalize each subject’s functional 293 

image onto the Montreal Neurological Institute space (resampling voxel size: 3 mm3). 294 

A filter of 8 mm FWHM (full-width at half maximum) was used to spatially smooth 295 

the normalized data.  296 

General Linear Model (GLM) for fMRI data. A GLM approach was used to 297 

estimate parameter values for event-related responses. Onsets of the retention period 298 

were extracted for three trial types and the time series data were modeled for three 299 

different vectors, corresponding to Self-Friend, Self-Stranger, and Friend-Stranger 300 

conditions, respectively. Three additional regressors also modeled the respective 301 

probe epochs for these conditions to control for their influence on retention period 302 

activation estimates; another regressor modeled the blank screen stage as a no-task 303 

baseline. The design matrices also included six head movement parameters to account 304 

for any residual movement-related effect. All these vectors were convolved with the 305 

canonical HRF. A high-pass filter was implemented with a cut-off of 128 seconds to 306 

remove low-frequency drift from the time-series.  307 
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For each subject, we defined self contrast between Self-Friend and Friend-Stranger to 308 

examine brain activation in relation to the self-prioritization effect, and another WM 309 

contrast between the three conditions and the blank screen baseline to characterize 310 

generic WM brain activation. These contrasts were then subjected to group-level 311 

one-sample t-tests where participants were treated as random effects. Group analyses 312 

were carried out within a grey matter mask to reduce total search space. For the 313 

self-prioritization effect, we used a false discovery rate (FDR) to correct for multiple 314 

comparisons in self contrast, with a voxelwise FDR-corrected threshold of p < 0.05 315 

and an extent threshold of 30 voxels. This correction approach, which is more liberal 316 

than a family-wise error correction, was chosen in order to gain greater sensitivity for 317 

detecting potential effects in regions associated with self-referential processing that – 318 

as part of the DM network – would normally be expected to be relatively suppressed 319 

during a WM task. As the contrast of WM activity > baseline resulted in very broadly 320 

distributed activity, and we were interested in only the most activated (core WM 321 

network) regions, we subjected it to a more conservative correction method, with a 322 

voxelwise FDR-corrected threshold of p < 0.001 and an extent threshold of 50 voxels. 323 

To identify overlapping regions, we also performed a conjunction analysis by 324 

overlapping the two contrast maps resulting from the above analyses. To examine the 325 

activation patterns in regions showing both WM and self-prioritization effects in more 326 

detail, we extracted the beta-values from these regions for each condition, using the 327 

MarsBaR toolbox in SPM12. 328 
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Multivariate analysis for fMRI data. MVPAs were conducted using PRoNTo, a 329 

pattern recognition toolbox for neuroimaging (http://www.mlnl.cs.ucl.ac.uk/pronto) 330 

(Schrouff et al., 2013). Our primary MVPA was concerned with decoding the WM cue 331 

locations from visual regions of interest based on the retinotopic mapping and WM 332 

location localizer data. The anatomical volume for each subject was transformed into 333 

the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PC) space (Talairach space). 334 

Functional volumes of retinotopic mapping scans were preprocessed using 335 

BrainVoyager QX, including 3D motion correction, linear trend removal, and 336 

high-pass filtering (0.015 Hz). Head motion within any MRI session was less than 3 337 

mm or 3 degrees for any subject. The functional volumes were then aligned to the 338 

anatomical volume and transformed into the AC-PC space. Next, voxels were selected 339 

for the MVPA based on their maximal responsiveness to both the retinotopic mapping 340 

visual field localizer and the WM stimulus localizer task (see Stimuli and Procedure 341 

for details). The 120 voxels (60 for each hemispheres) in primary visual cortex (V1) 342 

that displayed the highest responses (gauged via t-statistics) to both localizers were 343 

selected, and preprocessed but unsmoothed data were used for classifier training. The 344 

left V1 voxels were trained to decode the locations of items that appeared on the right 345 

field of vision, and vice versa for the right V1. This decoding analysis was conducted 346 

on trials that contained self-associated WM cues, thus only including Self-Friend 347 

trials and Self-Stranger trials, but no Friend-Stranger trials. These trials were divided 348 

into two groups: one where the self-associated cue was presented in the left visual 349 
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hemifield and the other-associated cue in the right visual hemifield (Self_L, 64 trials); 350 

and the other where the self-associated cue was presented in the right and the 351 

other-associated cue is in the left hemifield (Self_R, 64 trials). There were four 352 

possible cue locations on each side, and each location displayed 16 times in Self_L or 353 

Self_R trials. Four classification analyses were conducted: left V1 for self-associated 354 

cues, left V1 for other-associated cues, right V1 for self-associated cues, and right V1 355 

for other-associated cues. In the present task, each trial contained 9 time points (TRs); 356 

accordingly, the data of each time point were used as samples once, and four 357 

classifications were conducted nine times, one per time point. All decoding analyses 358 

were performed on single-subject data, with statistical reliability subsequently 359 

assessed across the sample. Classification was accomplished using a multiclass 360 

gaussian process, and classifier sensitivity was examined using a 361 

leave-one-trial-per-group-out approach. Specifically, the classification prediction was 362 

performed 16 times, and 60 trials (15 trials for each location) were used as training 363 

data, leaving one trial for each location as the test trials. The significance of classifier 364 

performance was determined using two-tailed, one-sample t-tests, testing against 365 

chance performance of 0.25 (p < 0.05 after FWE correction). 366 

PPI and DCM analysis for fMRI data. PPI analyses were conducted using SPM12. 367 

Based on the results of GLM, the VMPFC area activated in the Self-Friend > 368 

Friend-Stranger contrast was saved as a seed region mask, and the (mostly 369 
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frontoparietal) regions activated in the WM contrast were saved as a target region 370 

mask. For each subject, the exact VMPFC seed coordinate was defined using the peak 371 

voxel in the individual first-level contrast between Self-Friend and Friend-Stranger 372 

within the group mask. A sphere with a 6 mm radius was positioned at that peak of 373 

each subject, and the deconvolved time course of VMPFC activity in this ROI was 374 

extracted to serve as the physiological variable of interest.  375 

The vector of the psychological variable of interest (Self-Friend > 376 

Friend-Stranger) was calculated to create the psychophysiological interaction term 377 

(the cross-product of the physiological and psychological variables). New SPMs were 378 

computed for each subject, including the interaction term, the physiological variable 379 

(that is, the VMPFC activation time course) and the psychological variable, as well as 380 

six head movement parameters. We then identified brain regions within the WM-mask 381 

where activation was predicted by the psychophysiological interaction term, reflecting 382 

a change in functional coupling with the VMPFC as a function of condition (self- vs. 383 

other-associated). The VMPFC activity and the psychological regressors were treated 384 

as confound variables. Afterwards, individuals’ contrast images were entered into a 385 

group one-sample t-test where participants were treated as random effects, and 386 

assessed for significance using a FDR-corrected threshold of p < 0.05.  387 

PPI analysis cannot provide evidence concerning the direction of functional 388 

interactions between brain regions. To evaluate the direction of influences between 389 
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VMPFC and WM regions, we therefore conducted a DCM analysis (Friston et al., 390 

2003), using DCM12 implemented in SPM12. This analysis was not planned a priori 391 

and should therefore be considered exploratory. We focused on the key implication of 392 

the PPI results, namely, the possibility that VMPFC exerts a greater effect on WM 393 

network regions (here represented by the SPL) under more self-referential conditions. 394 

To assess this conjecture more directly, we used the most activated 100 voxels of the 395 

VMPFC and bilateral SPLs defined by the group-level self contrast, and saved them 396 

as search masks. Then, for each subject, the peak activations within these masks from 397 

the first-level analysis were used to create 4-mm-radius-sphere volumes of interest 398 

(VOIs), and the activity time series were extracted for each VOI by computing the 399 

first eigenvector of all its voxels. These time courses were adjusted for movement 400 

parameters and other effects of no interest, while preserving the effects of interest 401 

related to the three experimental conditions (Self-Friend, Self-Stranger, and 402 

Friend-Stranger).  403 

These data were then employed to test a series of models embodying different 404 

assumptions about the connectivity and directional influences between the VMPFC 405 

and bilateral SPLs. In all models, we assumed intrinsic connections within each 406 

region and extrinsic connections between left and right SPL, as well as effects of 407 

experimental conditions on each region. Here, to simplify the models, the connection 408 

pattern between VMPFC and left SPL was identical to the connection pattern between 409 
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VMPFC and right SPL. Thus, due to the possible connection patterns between 410 

VMPFC and bilateral SPLs, there were four context-independent intrinsic connection 411 

matrices (A-matrix): bidirectional connections between VMPFC and SPLs, 412 

connection from VMPFC to SPLs, connection from SPLs to VMPFC, and no 413 

connection between VMPFC and SPLs. Then, the possible experimental effects on the 414 

connection from VMPFC to SPLs and the connection from SPLs to VMPFC were 415 

modeled (B-matrix). There was a total of 9 models for each subject, and for each 416 

model, we derived the parameters and the free energy, which represents the 417 

log-evidence of that model. Then, we compared these models at the group level using 418 

random-effects Bayesian model selection (BMS), to identify which model had the 419 

highest probability and posterior evidence, and the most probable model was 420 

identified according to the exceedance probability (Stephan et al., 2009). The 421 

parameter values of the winning model were extracted to assess the difference among 422 

conditions using paired t-tests.  423 

Stimuli and procedure of tDCS task. Participants in the tDCS study performed a 424 

WM task that was identical to the fMRI WM task expect that the duration of the delay 425 

period was reduced from 8000 ms to 4000 ms. Prior to performing the WM task, 426 

participants were subjected to one of three tDCS regimes. For delivering tDCS, a DC 427 

Stimulator Plus (NeuroConn) applied a constant current of 1.5 mA for 15 min through 428 

a pair of electrodes covered in saline-soaked sponges. A 3 × 3 cm2 forehead electrode 429 
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was located at mid-distance between electrode positions Fz and Fp serving as the 430 

stimulating component, and another electrode was placed under the chin as an 431 

extracephalic reference. This electrode montage replicated prior studies demonstrating 432 

a reliable modulatory effect on hemodynamic responses in VMPFC, maximizing the 433 

unipolar stimulation of anterior VMPFC and minimizing the stimulation of other 434 

areas (Junghofer et al., 2017; Winker et al., 2018). The forehead electrode was used as 435 

the anode to produce excitatory stimulation and as a cathode to produce inhibitory 436 

stimulation (Nitsche and Paulus, 2000). Sham stimulation was performed with a 437 

current that started out the same as in the anode (or cathode) group but dropped to 438 

zero immediately after the initial current injection. The forehead electrode was used 439 

anode in half of sham group, and cathode in the other half. To control for possible trait 440 

differences in self-prioritization between groups, a measurement of narcissism was 441 

conducted for all subjects using the 16-item Narcissistic Personality Inventory 442 

(NPI-16) (Ames et al., 2006). There was no difference between the three groups in 443 

mean RT, mean accuracy, gender, age, and narcissism score. The NPI-16 444 

measurement, associative learning procedure and practice of WM task were 445 

performed before the stimulation, and the main WM task was performed immediately 446 

after the stimulation phase. 447 

Results 448 
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Self-associated stimuli are prioritized in WM. Participants were highly accurate on 449 

this task, with mean accuracies for the location probe and label probe response being 450 

96% and 95%, respectively. Since all participants’ mean accuracy was higher than 451 

95%, we did not analyze the accuracy data further. Sorted by the type of location 452 

probe match response (self-match, friend-match, and stranger-match), RT data were 453 

analyzed as a 3-level single-factor within-subjects design. Only correct responses with 454 

RTs above 200 ms and within 2.5 standard deviations (SDs) from the subject-specific 455 

mean (for each condition) were used for analysis, eliminating less than 1% of trials 456 

overall. These trial exclusion criteria were also applied in the subsequent tDCS study. 457 

A repeated-measures one-way ANOVA on mean RTs of location probe match trials 458 

showed a significant main effect (F(2, 54) = 8.72, p = 0.0005, η2 = 0.24, see Fig. 2a), 459 

with faster responses to self-match trials (755.76 ± 110.00 ms) than to friend-match 460 

trials (776.47 ± 108.82 ms) (t(27) = 2.36, p = 0.026) and to stranger-match trials 461 

(800.81 ± 115.24 ms) (t(27) = 3.56, p = 0.001), as well as faster responses for 462 

friend-match trials than stranger-match trials (t(27) = 2.29, p = 0.030). These results 463 

successfully replicated those of our previous study (Yin et al., 2019), documenting the 464 

prioritization of self-associated stimuli in WM.  465 

In the following, we test specific hypotheses of the brain mechanisms mediating 466 

this self-prioritization effect. We begin with our first prediction, that the behavioral 467 

effect of self-prioritization in WM would be mirrored by enhanced activation for 468 
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self-associated items in WM regions (in addition to self-referential processing 469 

regions), and in more faithful WM representation of the location of self-associated 470 

items in visual cortex. 471 

Enhanced activation during WM maintenance of self-associated stimuli. We 472 

began by characterizing regions involved in WM maintenance, and then assessed their 473 

activity profiles as a function of self- versus other-related item maintenance. The 474 

different possible combinations of the two memory items resulted in three trial types 475 

or pairings: Self-Friend, Self-Stranger and Friend-Stranger. We therefore created a 476 

GLM with seven variables, three coding for the delay period for each trial type (our 477 

main task phase of interest), three coding for the location probe phase for each trial 478 

type, and one coding for the blank screen stage (baseline). To assess general 479 

involvement in WM maintenance, we initially contrasted delay period activity 480 

(collapsed across conditions) with the blank screen baseline phase (note that neither of 481 

these conditions displayed on-screen stimuli).  482 

Maintaining WM representations evoked significant activity increases in the 483 

supplementary motor area (SMA), bilateral FEF, left IPS, bilateral SPL, bilateral 484 

precuneus, and bilateral hippocampus (HIPP) (p < 0.001, FDR corrected, see Fig. 2b 485 

and Table 1 for more details). We next tested whether the prioritization of 486 

self-associated items in WM observed in behavior was reflected in activity levels of in 487 

WM and self-referential processing regions. To test this hypothesis, we contrasted the 488 
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condition associated with the most self-referential processing (the Self-Friend 489 

condition) with that associated with the least self-referential processing (the 490 

Friend-Stranger condition). In contrasting the retention period activity between these 491 

two conditions, we found that compared to the Friend-Stranger trials, Self-Friend 492 

trials displayed greater activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), VMPFC, and 493 

bilateral SPL (p < 0.05, FDR whole-brain corrected, see Fig. 2c and Table 1 for more 494 

details). Thus, we observed enhanced activity for maintaining self-associated items in 495 

WM in both classic self-referential processing regions (VMPFC) and regions of the 496 

WM network (in particular, the SPL). A conjunction analysis formally confirmed the 497 

overlap between the self-referential processing effect and WM maintenance related 498 

activation in bilateral SPL (see Fig. 3). 499 

For illustrative purposes, we extracted the beta-values for each condition from the 500 

VMPFC and SPL regions defined by the above-reported contrast, and plotted them in 501 

Figure 2d. In addition to recapitulating the results of the ROI-defining contrast (i.e., 502 

greater activity in Self-Friend compared Friend-Stranger trials), these regions also 503 

displayed greater activity in the Self-Stranger compared to the Friend-Stranger 504 

conditions (VMPFC: (t(27) = 3.55, p = 0.001); left SPL: (t(27) = 2.25, p = 0.033; the 505 

results were equivalent in right SPL), a contrast that is orthogonal to the ROI 506 

definition (avoiding circularity). Furthermore, as expected from the WM delay period 507 

analysis above, the left SPL exhibited significantly enhanced delay period activity 508 
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(over baseline) for all three trials types (all ps < 0.01). Note that VMPFC activity 509 

during WM is generally much less pronounced than that in SPL (Fig. 2d). This is 510 

expected, as the VMPFC – as part of the DM network – typically exhibits relatively 511 

suppressed activation during cognitively demanding tasks like the current one. 512 

Importantly, VMPFC shows the greatest release from this relative suppression during 513 

the conditions involving the WM maintenance of self-associated cues. 514 

In sum, these results showed that in addition to standard WM effects, parietal 515 

cortex also displayed a modulation of delay period activity by self-relevance, which 516 

was accompanied by typical effects of self-associated items on activity in VMPFC. 517 

These findings support one aspect of our first prediction (that is, greater mean activity 518 

in WM regions when maintaining self-associated stimuli). We next tested the second 519 

aspect, namely that memoranda of self-associated stimuli should be represented more 520 

faithfully than those of other-related stimuli, as assessed by decoding success of WM 521 

cue locations from delay-period fMRI data. 522 

 523 

Figure 2 524 
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 525 

Figure 2. Behavioral and neural self-prioritization effects. a Behavioral results from the fMRI WM 526 
task replicated previous findings of a self-bias in WM. b Regions showing general involvement in WM 527 
maintenance, as defined by enhanced activity during WM delay compared to baseline, include the 528 
SMA, bilateral FEF, left IPS, bilateral SPL, bilateral precuneus, and bilateral HIPP (p < 0.001, FDR 529 
corrected). c Regions showing enhanced activation during the maintenance of more > less 530 
self-associated WM cues include both classic self-referential processing regions (VMPFC) and regions 531 
of the WM network (in particular, the SPL). d Beta-values for each condition in VMPFC and left SPL. 532 
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, Error bars denote ± 1 SEM. 533 

 534 

Figure 3 535 

 536 

Figure 3. Regions identified by the conjunction GLM analysis. Results showed that left SPL (peak at 537 
-27, -72, 57, 32 voxels) and right SPL (peak at 24, -72, 57, 86 voxels) exhibited activation in both the 538 
self-referential processing contrast (Self-Friend > Friend-Stranger) and the WM delay-period contrast 539 
(delay activity > baseline). 540 

 541 
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Table 1. Activated brain regions in the GLM analysis. 542 

Contrast  Region 
Cluster 
size 

Peak  
t-value 

Peak MNI 
x y z 

Self-Friend > 
Friend-Stranger 

VMPFC 126 5.91 -12 66 -3 
L. IFG 76 6.24 -36 27 -9 

 L. SPL 75 5.31 -27 -72 57 
 R. SPL 140 4.87 24 -75 60 
       
Self-Friend & Self-Stranger 
& Friend-Stranger > Blank 

SMA 294 14.30 -3 6 54 
L. FEF 133 12.61 -36 -3 63 

 R. FEF 53 9.88 30 0 66 
 R. Hippocampus 53 11.49 21 -39 3 
 L. Hippocampus 49 10.31 -18 -42 3 
 L. IPS 1037 15.30 -36 -42 42 
 L. precuneus SC 15.05 -15 -72 54 
 L. SPL SC 15.10 -27 -60 54 
 R. precuneus 735 12.82 27 -69 54 
 R. SPL SC 12.18 30 -60 54 

MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates; L = left; R = right; VMPFC = ventromedial 543 
prefrontal cortex; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; SPL = superior parietal lobule; SMA = supplementary 544 
motor area; FEF = frontal eye field; IPS = intraparietal sulcus; SC = same cluster 545 

 546 

Enhanced WM representation of self-associated stimuli in visual cortex. 547 

According to the “sensory recruitment” view of WM, memoranda should be 548 

maintained in relevant sensory cortex, which for the current cue items/locations would 549 

be topographically organized, early visual areas. Note that we would not expect to 550 

observe mean (mass-univariate) activity differences between cue conditions, as we are 551 

not comparing items for which early visual cortex has differential, selective 552 

preferences. Rather, in line with previous studies, we reasoned that we should be able 553 

to decode the locations of cues held in WM from variation in multivoxel activity 554 
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patterns using MVPA of activity in retinotopically organized visual areas (Sprague et 555 

al., 2014; Rahmati et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2019). Importantly, assessing the 556 

representations of WM memoranda in visual cortex allowed us to test the second 557 

aspect of our first prediction, namely, that the prioritization of self-associated 558 

information in WM should be reflected in enhanced neural representation of 559 

self-associated locations. To this end, we probed whether the neural classification of 560 

self-associated WM cue locations would display higher accuracy than that of 561 

others-associated WM cue locations.  562 

Recall that in the present task, there were 4 different possible item locations in 563 

each visual hemifield (see Fig. 4 and Methods). To define visual areas with reliable 564 

retinotopy and sensitivity to stimulation at the WM cue locations, we ran a standard 565 

retinotopic localizer (Sereno et al., 1995) and a WM probe location localizer (see 566 

Methods). The intersection of visual areas identified by these localizers corresponded 567 

to left and right V1, and we employed voxels within this mask for MVPA. To directly 568 

compare the neural representation of self-associated locations and other- (that is, 569 

friend- or stranger-) associated locations, we only used the trials that involving the 570 

self-associated WM cue, and divided these trials into two categories: Self_L and 571 

Self_R trials (see Methods).  572 

We then trained classifiers on data from left and right V1 at each time point of the 573 

WM task trials to decode which of the four possible locations in the contralateral 574 
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visual hemifield was occupied by the WM cue on a given trial. We ran separate 575 

classification analyses for trials where the WM cue in the contralateral hemifield was 576 

self-associated or other-associated (see Fig. 4a and Method for more details), 577 

resulting in a total of four classifications (left V1 for self-associated cues, left V1 for 578 

other-associated cues, right V1 for self-associated cues, right V1 for other-associated 579 

cues). For each time point, the classification accuracies of self- (Self_R and Self_L 580 

trials) and other-associated cues (Friend and Stranger trials) were averaged.  581 

Figure 4b displays the decoding results, plotted as a function of time point (from 582 

0 to 18 s). The WM cue location could be decoded at above chance levels 0.25 (all ps 583 

< 0.001, FWE corrected) for all four classifiers. For comparison, mean 584 

mass-univariate activity in this ROI did not differentiate between the three conditions 585 

(F(2, 50) = 0.33, p = 0.719, η2 = 0.01). Importantly, as shown in Figure 4b, paired 586 

t-tests showed that the classification accuracy for self-associated cues was 587 

significantly higher than other-associated cues at the 3rd (t(25) = 2.11, p = 0.045), 4th 588 

(t(25) = 4.55, p = 0.0001), 5th (t(25) = 3.09, p = 0.005), 6th (t(25) = 3.21, p = 0.004), and 589 

7th time point (t(25) = 2.48, p = 0.020). Note that, due to hemodynamic lag, the data up 590 

until about time points 3 (6s into the delay period) could in principle reflect 591 

differential neural responses to the cues themselves, rather than WM maintenance 592 

activity. The fact that decoding is successful, and remains superior for self-associated 593 

cue locations, over the subsequent time points (up until 14s post cue) shows that this 594 
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effect clearly extends to activity reflecting WM maintenance per se, however. We next 595 

compared the decoding performance of simultaneously maintained self-associated and 596 

other-associated cue locations using data averaged over time points 4-6 of the delay 597 

period (where decoding was most reliable). Results showed increased decoding 598 

accuracy for self-associated cue locations in contralateral visual cortex (t(25) = 3.20, p 599 

= 0.004 for Self_L trials; t(25) = 2.11, p = 0.045 for Self_R trials, see Fig. 4c). These 600 

results thus support the idea that the prioritization of self-associated stimuli in WM is 601 

reflected in enhanced neural representation of those stimuli in visual cortex.  602 

 603 

Figure 4 604 
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 605 

Figure 4. Decoding of self- vs. other-associated WM cue locations from early visual cortex. a 606 
Examples of self- and other-associated WM cues and V1 areas from a single participant. The left-hand 607 
panel depicts the case where a self-associated WM cue is presented in the left visual hemifield and an 608 
other-associated cue is presented in the right visual hemifield. The right-hand panel depicts the 609 
opposite case.. b Decoding performance of self- and other-associated WM cues displayed as a function 610 
of time point. For each time point, the classification accuracies of self- (Self_R and Self_L trials) and 611 
other-associated cues (Friend and Stranger trials) were averaged. The classification accuracy for 612 
self-associated cues was significantly higher than for other-associated cues at the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 613 
7th time point (6-14s post cue). The dashed line shows the chance level (25%). c Decoding 614 
performance of simultaneously maintained self-associated and other-associated cue locations (averaged 615 
over time points 4-6). The left-hand panel displays the results of the self_L trials, and the right-hand 616 
panel the results of the self_R trials. The vertical axis represents the mean classification accuracy, and 617 
the dashed line shows the chance level (25%). L = left, R = right, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, 618 
Error bars denote ± 1 SEM.  619 
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 620 

In sum, in support of our first prediction, we observed both enhanced activation 621 

for maintaining self-associated items in frontoparietal WM regions (in particular the 622 

SPL), and more faithful representation of self-associated memoranda in visual cortex. 623 

We next turned to our second prediction, namely that the WM self-prioritization effect 624 

arises from the influence on WM regions by brain areas specialized for processing 625 

self-related information, with the main candidate being the VMPFC region we 626 

identified above as displaying greater activation for self- than other-associated items. 627 

We first assessed this hypothesis via a functional connectivity analysis and 628 

subsequently tested it more rigorously via a tDCS experiment. 629 

Self-associated memoranda enhance functional coupling between VMPFC and 630 

frontoparietal WM regions. To address the hypothesis that the WM network bias for 631 

self-associated cues originates with inputs from brain regions that specialize in 632 

self-related processing, we employed a PPI analysis (Friston et al., 1997) to examine 633 

changes in the functional coupling (the regression slope of activation) between the 634 

VMPFC (the “seed region”) and regions in the WM network (the “target regions”) as 635 

a function of self-associated (Self-Friend) vs. other-associated (Friend-Stranger) WM 636 

conditions. While activation in DM regions like the VMPFC typically correlates 637 

negatively with that in frontoparietal regions subserving top-down attention and WM 638 

(Fox et al., 2005; Anticevic et al., 2010; Bluhm et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013), we 639 
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here predicted the opposite (cf. (Spreng et al., 2010; Gerlach et al., 2011; Dixon et al., 640 

2017)). Specifically, we expected that these self-referential processing regions would 641 

exhibit a relative increase in positive functional coupling with WM-related regions 642 

during the maintenance of self-associated compared to other-related items, reflecting a 643 

biasing of the WM network. The VMPFC seed and WM search space were both 644 

defined based on the contrast results reported in the above GLM analysis (Fig. 2). We 645 

anticipated that the VMPFC would exhibit increased functional connectivity with 646 

WM regions during the maintenance of self- as compared to other-associated 647 

locations.  648 

In line with this prediction, compared to Friend-Stranger trials, Self-Friend trials 649 

showed significantly increased functional connectivity between VMPFC and the 650 

SMA, left FEF, and bilateral SPL (p < 0.05, FDR corrected, see Fig. 5a and Table 2 651 

for more details). To directly relate functional coupling to behavior, for each subject, 652 

we calculated the behavioral self-prioritization effect by subtracting the self-probe’s 653 

RT from stranger-probe’s RT, and extracted the mean beta-values of the above four 654 

WM regions. Then, we conducted a Pearson correlation analysis, which showed that 655 

there was a significant positive correlation between the mean increase in connectivity 656 

strength and the behavioral self-prioritization effect (r = 0.41, p = 0.033, see Fig. 5b), 657 

thus further corroborating the claim that VMPFC inputs to the WM network mediate 658 

the self-prioritization effect.  659 
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 660 

Figure 5 661 

 662 

Figure 5. Functional connectivity (PPI) results. a Regions showing enhanced functional connectivity 663 
with the VMPFC (defined by the contrast shown in Fig. 1c) during WM maintenance of 664 
self-associated > other-associated memoranda. Enhanced coupling was observed in the SMA, left FEF 665 
and bilateral SPL (p < 0.05, FDR corrected). b A positive correlation across participants was observed 666 
between individual connection strength and behavioral self-prioritization effects. The horizontal axis 667 
represents the behavioral self-prioritization effect (defined by subtracting the self-probe’s RT from 668 
stranger-probe’s RT). The vertical axis represents the mean beta-values of the four WM regions. The 669 
scatter plot shows the line of best linear fit, and each dot represents data for a single participant.  670 

 671 

Table 2. Brain regions exhibiting enhanced functional coupling in the PPI analysis. 672 

Region 
Cluster 
size 

Peak  
t-value 

Peak MNI 

x y z 

SMA 52 3.76 -6 9 54 
L. FEF 31 3.87 -27 -3 51 
L. SPL 169 4.80 -18 -75 54 
R. SPL 127 4.31 24 -69 60 

MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates; L = left; R = right; SMA = supplementary motor 673 
area; FEF = frontal eye field; SPL = superior parietal lobule 674 

 675 
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Given that PPI analysis does not convey the directionality of influence between 676 

brain regions, we followed up the above results with a DCM analysis, geared 677 

specifically at probing the interactions between VMPFC and SPL as a function of task 678 

conditions (see Methods and Fig. 6a). Note that this analysis was not planned a priori, 679 

and the results should be considered exploratory. We estimated different models of 680 

possible influences between these regions and compared their ability to explain the 681 

data at the group level using Bayesian model selection. The winning model had an 682 

exceedance probability of 0.99, and it included nominally positive (but 683 

non-significant) bidirectional intrinsic coupling between VMPFC and SPLs (Fig. 6a) 684 

that was modulated by the experimental conditions (Fig. 6b and Table 3). The 685 

modulatory effect of task on all three regions’ activity was more positive in the 686 

Self-Friend than in the Friend-Stranger condition (t(27) = 4.03, p = 0.0004 for left SPL; 687 

t(27) = 3.30, p = 0.003 for right SPL; t(27) = 3.68, p = 0.001 for VMPFC). The 688 

task-dependent modulations in reciprocal influence between the VMPFC and SPL 689 

were on average inhibitory, but varied by conditions. Specifically, the influence of the 690 

VMPFC on processing in the SPL was most inhibitory in the least self-associated WM 691 

conditions, as the modulatory effect on the connection from VMPFC to SPL was more 692 

negative in Friend-Stranger than in Self-Friend (t(27) = 2.11, p = 0.045) and 693 

Self-Stranger (t(27) = 2.24, p = 0.033, see Fig. 6b) conditions. In combination with the 694 

PPI results, this could be interpreted as a release from inhibition of the VMPFC on the 695 

SPL under conditions of self-associated WM content. By contrast, the coupling from 696 
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the SPL to the VMPFC became more inhibitory when moving from the less to the 697 

more self-associated WM conditions (Fig. 6b), as the modulatory effect was more 698 

negative in Self-Friend than in Friend-Stranger (t(27) = 2.98, p = 0.006, see Fig. 6b) 699 

conditions. This latter finding is more difficult to reconcile with the PPI findings, but 700 

one speculative interpretation could be that the SPL’s putative inhibition of the 701 

VMPFC under self-associated conditions removes the otherwise inhibitory influence 702 

of the VMPFC on the SPL. Given the a posteriori nature of the DCM analysis, and 703 

the complexities associated with model choices, these findings should be interpreted 704 

with caution. A future study with a design that is optimized for DCM would be 705 

required for stronger conclusions.  706 

 707 

Figure 6 708 

 709 

Figure 6. Winning model and parameter changes between conditions. a The structure of the winning 710 
model and the parameters of its intrinsic connections. b The modulatory effects of three experimental 711 
conditions on the connection from VMPFC to SPL (left panel) and the connection from SPL to 712 
VMPFC (right panel). Dots represent individual-participant data. Black horizontal lines indicate 713 
across-participant means. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. 714 
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 715 

Table 3. Mean (SE) of the modulation parameters for experimental conditions. 716 

Conditions Self-Friend Self-Stranger Friend-Stranger 

Regions    
L.SPL 0.149 (0.050) 0.100 (0.046) 0.046 (0.061) 
R.SPL 0.202 (0.045) 0.162 (0.048) 0.124 (0.046) 
VMPFC 0.154 (0.046) 0.125 (0.064) -0.060 (0.039) 
Connections    
L.SPL to VMPFC -0.232 (0.133) -0.198 (0.137) 0.118 (0.149) 
R.SPL to VMPFC -0.294 (0.123) -0.148 (0.118) -0.144 (0.100) 
VMPFC to L.SPL -0.011 (0.238) 0.009 (0.203) -0.349 (0.209) 
VMPFC to R.SPL -0.029 (0.211) -0.025 (0.166) -0.220 (0.195) 

 717 

Disrupting VMPFC with cathodal tDCS eliminates the self-prioritization effect 718 

in WM. The results of the functional connectivity analysis support the idea that 719 

VMPFC was involved in modulating activity in the WM network to favor 720 

self-associated items. However, this inference is tentative, as it is based on purely 721 

correlational data. In order to test the necessity of unperturbed VMPFC function for 722 

the self-bias in WM, we turned to the noninvasive neurostimulation technique of 723 

tDCS, which allows for drawing causal inferences. Specifically, we adopted a tDCS 724 

protocol that has recently been shown to reliably modulate VMPFC function 725 

(Junghofer et al., 2017; Winker et al., 2018) to perform excitatory (anodal), inhibitory 726 

(cathodal), and sham stimulation on this brain region in three independent groups of 727 

participants just prior to performing an adapted version of the above WM task (see 728 

Methods).  729 
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A 3 (Group: excitatory, inhibitory, and sham; between-subjects) × 3 730 

(Self-reference: self-match, friend-match, and stranger-match; within-subjects) 731 

repeated measures ANOVA showed no main effect of group (F(2, 87) = 0.97, p = 0.38, 732 

η2 = 0.02); however, both the main effect of self-reference (F(2, 174) = 27.15, p = 5.485 733 

× 10-11, η2 = 0.24) and the interaction between Group and Self-reference variables (F(4, 734 

174) = 3.36, p = 0.011, η2 = 0.07) were significant, with the latter reflecting a 735 

differential impact of the stimulation protocols on self-prioritization (see Fig. 7, full 736 

behavioral data are shown in Table 4). To elucidate the source of this interaction, 737 

separate repeated-measures one-way ANOVAs were conducted in each group. The 738 

main effect of self-reference was significant in the anode group (F(2, 58) = 17.98, p = 739 

8.394 × 10-7, η2 = 0.38) and in the sham group (F(2, 58) = 12.89, p = 0.00002, η2 = 0.31), 740 

with responses to self-match trials being significantly faster than to both the 741 

friend-match trials and stranger-match trials in both groups (all ps < 0.001). However, 742 

the effect of self-reference was abolished in the cathode group (F(2, 58) = 1.22, p = 743 

0.301, η2 = 0.04). Visual inspection of Figure 7 might lead one to suspect that this 744 

interaction effect was driven by relatively faster responses in friend and stranger trials 745 

in the cathode group. To probe this possibility, we performed three one-way 746 

between-groups ANOVAs on the RTs of self-match, friend-match, and stranger-match 747 

trials, respectively. None of these ANOVAs was significant (F(2, 87) = 0.35, p = 0.704 748 

for self-match trials; F(2, 87) = 1.38, p = 0.257 for friend-match trials; F(2, 87) = 1.50, p = 749 

0.228 for stranger-match trials), indicating that the group x self-reference interaction 750 
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effect was not due to a selective speed-up of the friend and/or stranger conditions in 751 

the cathode group.  752 

 753 

Figure 7 754 

 755 

Figure 7. Behavioral results on the WM task as a function of tDCS group. A group x self-reference 756 
interaction was due to the fact that the effect of self-reference was significant in the anode and sham 757 
groups but abolished in the cathode group. *** p < 0.001, Error bars denote ± 1 SEM.  758 

 759 

Table 4. Mean RT (SD) for each group/stimulation condition in the tDCS experiment  760 

 Self Friend Stranger Self-prioritization effect 

Anode 696.36 (109.50) 733.63 (105.11) 749.42 (108.37) 53.06 (58.05) 
Cathode  693.64 (148.93) 699.63 (148.13) 706.40 (141.19) 12.76 (47.96) 
Sham 717.54 (97.59) 751.10 (108.05) 757.83 (117.76) 40.28 (51.42) 

 761 

To directly contrast the self-prioritization effect between groups, we calculated 762 

individuals’ behavioral self-prioritization effect (subtracting the self-probe’s RT from 763 

stranger-probe’s RT) and compared it between groups. Results showed a significant 764 
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main effect of Group (F(2, 87) = 4.59, p = 0.013, η2 = 0.10), as the self-prioritization 765 

effect in cathode group (12.76 ± 47.96 ms) was significantly weaker than in the anode 766 

group (53.06 ± 58.05 ms) (t(58) = 2.93, p = 0.005) and the sham group (40.28 ± 51.42 767 

ms) (t(58) = 2.14, p = 0.036). There was no significant enhancement of the 768 

self-prioritization effect after anodal compared to sham tDCS, possibly due to a 769 

ceiling effect. In conclusion, inhibitory (cathodal) tDCS of VMPFC removed the WM 770 

self-prioritization effect, which provides strong support for the hypothesis that 771 

VMPFC, well known for its role in self-referential processing, is the source of the 772 

self-bias observed in WM. 773 

 774 

Discussion 775 

The present study assessed the neural mechanisms that mediate the prioritization 776 

of self-associated information in WM. By pairing a spatial WM task involving self- 777 

and other-associated cues with fMRI, we showed that maintaining self- (vs. other-) 778 

associated items robustly increased delay-period activity in the VMPFC, as well as in 779 

components of the WM network, in particular the bilateral SPL. Second, using MVPA, 780 

we found that this enhanced activity when maintaining self-associated cues was 781 

accompanied by a more faithful representation (enhanced decodability) of locations 782 

corresponding to the self-associated cues in visual cortex. Third, employing PPI 783 

analysis, we found that individuals’ behavioral self-prioritization effect could be 784 
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accounted for by increased, context-specific functional connectivity between VMPFC 785 

and WM-related regions during the maintenance of self-associated cues. DCM 786 

indicated a release of a default suppressive influence of VMPFC on SPL under 787 

self-associated WM conditions. Finally, we employed tDCS to examine the causal 788 

role of the VMPFC in bringing about the WM self-prioritization effect, and found that 789 

inhibitory (cathodal) but not anodal or sham stimulation abolished the 790 

self-prioritization effect.  791 

Our observation of enhanced WM retention period activity in VMPFC and 792 

posterior parietal cortex during the maintenance of self-associated stimuli accords 793 

well with the prior literature. The VMPFC is perhaps the most frequently implicated 794 

region in neuroimaging studies of self-referential processing (Northoff et al., 2006; 795 

Lemogne et al., 2012; Murray et al., 2012; Sui et al., 2013), while the SPL is a core 796 

component of the WM and dorsal (endogenous) attention networks (Baluch and Itti, 797 

2011; Petersen and Posner, 2012; Szczepanski et al., 2013), and has been shown to 798 

support the delay period maintenance of WM items in a large number of studies (Todd 799 

and Marois, 2004; D'Esposito and Postle, 2015; Rose et al., 2016; Christophel et al., 800 

2017). Note that this parietal focus (and an absence of strong prefrontal involvement) 801 

in the current data is likely a consequence of the visuospatial nature of our WM task. 802 

Future studies would be required to generalize the current findings to more 803 

object-based WM.  804 
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In the present study, SPL activity was enhanced during the delay-period per se 805 

(as in previous work), but it was further enhanced under conditions where 806 

self-associated cues had to be maintained. We interpret this activity boost during the 807 

maintenance of self-associated cues as reflecting an increased recruitment of 808 

top-down attention to support the prioritized WM status of self-associated items. 809 

While the detailed neural mechanisms of this prioritization are not yet entirely 810 

established, our speculation is concordant with recent resource-based WM accounts. 811 

In particular, it has been proposed that WM resources are flexibly (i.e., strategically) 812 

distributed among to be maintained items, and that the quality (sharpened 813 

representations, as reflected in better decodability) rather than the quantity (e.g., mean 814 

neural activity) of WM representations determines performance (Ma et al., 2014; 815 

Bays, 2015). Thus, similar to the neural and performance gains observed for 816 

retro-cued items in WM (Murray et al., 2013; Myers et al., 2015; Bays and Taylor, 817 

2018), we speculate that the self-prioritization effect stems from a biased allocation of 818 

internal attention to the self-associated item during WM maintenance.  819 

The notion that the increased SPL activity reflects enhanced attentional biasing 820 

of WM content is supported by our MVPA findings of more precise delay-period 821 

representations of self-associated than other-associated cue locations in visual cortex. 822 

While the present paradigm was not optimized to segregate activation associated with 823 

the WM encoding vs. maintenance phase, the results suggest strongly that our effects 824 
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reflect WM maintenance. In particular, due to hemodynamic lag, the BOLD response 825 

associated with cue presentation/encoding would be expected to peak around 4-6s into 826 

the delay period. Activity related to WM maintenance would be expected to dominate 827 

the BOLD response for the subsequent 8s (the duration of the delay period, shifted by 828 

the hemodynamic lag), that is, until about 14s after the onset of the delay period. In 829 

line with the notion that we are capturing delay-period effects, our time-resolved 830 

MVPA results revealed successful cue decoding (and an advantage for self-associated 831 

cues) throughout precisely this entire time frame, from 6-14s after delay-period onset 832 

(Fig. 4b). Especially the later parts of this phase would clearly not be expected to 833 

reflect activity related to initial cue presentation.  834 

Prior neuroimaging studies have shown that WM contents can be decoded from 835 

multiple regions, ranging from sensory to parietal and prefrontal cortex (Christophel 836 

et al., 2012; Emrich et al., 2013; Sreenivasan et al., 2014; Christophel et al., 2017). 837 

There is an ongoing debate in the literature whether (frontal and) parietal cortex is 838 

directly responsible for representing WM items or whether it supports such 839 

maintenance via top-down attentional biasing of sensory cortex (Xu, 2017; Scimeca et 840 

al., 2018). While the present study was not designed to determine the necessity of 841 

sensory cortex for maintaining WM cue, in line with the sensory recruitment 842 

hypothesis (D'Esposito and Postle, 2015; Serences, 2016), we observed clear evidence 843 

that the cued locations were in fact maintained in early visual cortex during the delay 844 
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period. Most importantly for the current purpose, the decoding success for 845 

self-associated cue locations was significantly greater than that for (simultaneously 846 

presented) other-associated cue locations.  847 

What would compel the WM network to prioritize self-associated cue locations 848 

in this manner? One can attempt to answer this question at a functional level (why?) 849 

and at a mechanistic level (how?). At the functional level, a preference for detecting, 850 

encoding, and remembering self-related information could clearly be of benefit to 851 

oneself (including at the phylogenetic time scale). Of note, this self-bias appears to be 852 

very potent and quasi-automatic: we observed this bias under conditions where we 853 

employed meaningless stimuli (colored discs) that were arbitrarily associated with the 854 

self or other people, and where self-associated cue locations were no more likely to be 855 

probed than other-associated locations. In fact, prior work has shown that this bias 856 

even persists when self-associated cues are probed less frequently than 857 

other-associated ones, i.e., in situations where the self-bias is clearly not 858 

performance-conducive (Sui et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2019).  859 

At the mechanistic level, the present study has produced compelling evidence 860 

that the neural origin of this bias lies with the VMPFC. First, as expected, the VMPFC 861 

exhibited enhanced activity under conditions of self- as compared to other-associated 862 

WM maintenance, confirming its prominent role in self-referential processing 863 

(Northoff et al., 2006; Qin et al., 2012; Yankouskaya et al., 2017). Second, using PPI 864 
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analysis, we found that delay-periods where self-associated cues were maintained 865 

were characterized by a selective increase in functional connectivity (or a decrease in 866 

suppression, as found using DCM) between the VMPFC and regions of the WM 867 

network, in particular the SPL. Third, behavioral self-prioritization effects correlated 868 

with these PPI context-specific changes in functional coupling across individuals. 869 

These results, especially in light of the prior literature implicating the VMPFC in 870 

self-referential processing, are strongly suggestive of a biasing influence from the 871 

VMPFC on the WM network when self-associated cues had to be maintained. This 872 

interpretation is also congruent with previous research reporting increased functional 873 

coupling of VMPFC with temporal regions supporting social attention in a task 874 

assessing self-bias in a perceptual matching judgement (Sui et al., 2013).  875 

Crucially, we tested the above interpretation directly by running a tDCS 876 

experiment, adopting a stimulation protocol that has recently been validated as 877 

capable of producing distinct modulatory excitatory and inhibitory effects on VMPFC 878 

responses, as measured via fMRI (Junghofer et al., 2017; Winker et al., 2018). 879 

Whereas groups of participants receiving anodal or sham stimulation displayed the 880 

same WM self-bias effect we observed in the fMRI experiment, in the group that 881 

received cathodal (inhibitory) stimulation, the self-prioritization effect was 882 

completely abolished. This represents causal evidence for the contention that the 883 

VMPFC represents the source of the self-focused biasing effects on WM, as 884 
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anticipated by the above PPI findings. However, as a caveat, it should be noted that 885 

we did not directly measure tDCS effects on neural processing in VMPFC in the 886 

present experiment. While our behavioral findings are in line with the assumption that 887 

the tDCS protocol was successful in modulating VMPFC function, this inference is 888 

part reliant on prior studies (Junghofer et al., 2017; Winker et al., 2018), and 889 

additional work is still needed to corroborate the possibility of noninvasively 890 

influencing self-referential processing in VMPFC. Of note, a within-group 891 

experimental design would provide greater sensitivity for assessing such effects.  892 

In conclusion, the present study provides novel insights into the brain 893 

mechanisms underlying a strong bias for prioritizing the maintenance of 894 

self-associated stimuli in WM. Our behavioral, fMRI, and tDCS results provide 895 

convergent evidence for the proposal that the VMPFC biases high-level cognitive 896 

processing towards self-referential information. In particular, we posit that the 897 

VMPFC biases WM representations towards self-associated items via inputs 898 

(reflected in enhanced functional coupling) to the WM network (especially posterior 899 

parietal cortex), which in turn enhances top-down attentional modulation of sensory 900 

regions to emphasize the faithful maintenance of self- (over other-) associated items 901 

in memory. Our paradigm and findings provide a unique window into the interaction 902 

between social, self-referential processing and high-level cognitive control processes.  903 

 904 
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